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1. Elucidate general principles that determine environmental behavior of 

nanomaterials 

2. Provide guidance in assessing existing and future concerns

3. Educate students and the general public regarding nanotechnology, nanoscale 

science, and the environment



 

Elucidate general principles that determine nanomaterial behavior 

and translate this knowledge into the language of risk assessment
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IF NANOMATERIALS POSE A RISK WHAT 

ARE THE OPTIONS FOR MANAGING RISK?

RISK

EXPOSURE HAZARD

Material substitution

Material modification

Green-chemistry

Reduce bioavailability

Reduce/ engineer mobility

Persistence 

Handling practices

Out-right ban

Treatment/ remediation



 

Mesocosms
26 mesocosms constructed, planted

Probes, data acquisition, and web-based data 
monitorin

Webcam 

Preliminary experiment started Oct ‘09

First duplicated experiment with Ag NPs to begin 
May- June 2010

CeO2, SWCNTs, TiO2 (single mc)



 

Example: TiO2 exposure via 

wastewater discharge



CTiO 2,sludge  STiO 2  fTiO 2,ww  Psludge TiO 2,ww / Qwwr  

Source inventory (per time)

commercialization trends

usage profile

*social science

*engineering

Partitioning transfer function

*physical chemical properties

*transport

*microbiology

 

•Simulation

•Bayesian networks

exposure

*organismal impacts

*ecosystem impacts

vector describing system

(wastewater treatment plant, 

mesocosm)

vector describing nanoparticle

characteristics
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Nanomaterial fabrication 

estimates

C. Hendren, Wiesner and co-workers, in review



 

Aggregation considered as a two 

step process

+

Physics

(fluid flow)

surface chemistry (coatings, composition of surfaces)



 

Nanoparticles tend to aggregate

Nanoparticles aggregate

Conditions in aggregate ≠ bulk

Caggr

Cbulk

Concentration factor ~ 103 to 105
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Aggregation defined by:

n= number of nanoparticles per aggregate

Structural descriptor (fractal dimension, density…)

daggr~ 200 nm

Ordered packing D= 3 Fractal D = 2.3

daggr~ 20 nm

n~ 106 n~ 103



 

Aggregate structure resolves the ROS 

paradox 

fullerol

nC60



 

Aggregation may occur between 

many components
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Bacteria, clay…
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Transfer function
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